
PARIS: Nobel laureate economist
Joseph Stiglitz says the world’s energy
giants should pay a special tax on their
massive profits. To him, the companies
“didn’t do anything to deserve” the
windfall. Oil and gas firms have raked in
huge profits this year as energy prices
have surged over supply fears after
Russia, a major producer of the fossil
fuels, invaded Ukraine in late February.

“Sometimes we have this discussion:
Are profits exploitation or are profits
the just deserts of having invested more,
putting out more effort,” Stiglitz said in
an interview with AFP in Paris. “This is a
particular case where there is no
debate,” the 2001 Nobel winner said.

“It is very clear that the oil compa-
nies didn’t do anything to deserve the
high oil prices. It was (Russian President
Vladimir) Putin’s invasion of Ukraine
that was at the source of the problem,”
Stiglitz said.

The main international oil contract
reached almost $140 per barrel in
March, though it has since fallen under
$100. Gas prices jumped to a record
345 euros per megawatt hours that
same month. US oil giants ExxonMobil
and Chevron reported record profits in
the second quarter, pulling $17.9 billion
and $11.6 billion, respectively.

British oil major Shell enjoyed a five-
fold increase in its net profit to $18 bil-
lion in the same period. France’s
TotalEnergies and Italy’s Eni have also
posted banner earnings. “There is an
obvious answer. Tax the windfall profits
and use some of the revenues to help
those suffering,” Stiglitz told AFP at the
Paris School of Economics.

Inflation crisis 
The 79-year-old American economist

has championed reforms of international
tax rules for years to ensure major cor-
porations pay their fair share. He is the
co-chair of the Independent Commission
for the Reform of International
Corporate Taxation (ICRICT), an organi-
zation that seeks to put an end to tax
havens. The ICRICT, which held a con-
ference in Paris on Friday, released a
report calling for emergency tax meas-
ures, “especially on companies profiting
from the (inflation) crisis”.

Some countries have taken their own
measures. Spain’s government
announced in July temporary taxes on

banks and energy firms to cover the
cost of state measures to help Spaniards
grapple with red-hot inflation. Britain
unveiled in May a temporary windfall
tax at a rate of 25 percent on big energy
companies that should bring in five bil-
lion pounds.

Italy has a similar rate in place. The
European Commission this week
announced plans to raise 140 billion
euros through a cap on revenues of
electricity producers. While the United
States is not dependent on Russian
energy like Europe, fuel prices have
surged there, too, and oil firms have
made huge profits. “All that is going on
is a redistribution from consumers to
rich fossil fuel companies,” said Stiglitz,
a former chief economist of the World
Bank and White House economic advis-
er during Bill Clinton’s presidency.

Global tax 
But Stiglitz says energy firms are not

the only companies that should face
new taxes. The ICRICT’s report says
international firms-”particularly in fuels”
but also food, pharmaceuticals and
finance-have increased prices “well
beyond” their higher costs. These com-
panies “thereby experienced signifi-
cantly greater than normal profits”, the
report says. There is “something more
going on than just passing on increased
costs” to consumers, Stiglitz told AFP.
More than 130 countries have signed an
international agreement to impose a 15-
percent minimum tax on major corpora-
tions. But implementation of the OECD-
brokered deal “still seems far from reali-
ty” as it is “stuck in a political impasse
both in the US and in the EU”, the
ICRICT says.—AFP
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PARIS, France: US economist and recipi-
ent of the Nobel Prize in Economic
Sciences Joseph E. Stiglitz poses during
a photo session in Paris on September
15, 2022. — AFP

BERLIN: (Left to right) German Minister of Economics and Climate Protection Robert
Habeck, German Chancellor Olaf Scholz and Brandenburg’s State Premier Dietmar Woidke
address a press conference on September 16, 2022 at the Chancellery. — AFP

Indonesian gig 
drivers fear 
hardship 
JAKARTA: Sitting on the side of a Jakarta
road anxiously waiting for his phone to ping,
driver Muhammad Ridwan says it is now
barely worth hurtling through thick smog
every day to ferry passengers. A 30 percent
hike in fuel prices spurred hundreds of driv-
ers of the most popular ride-hailing apps to
hold protests across Indonesia as they
struggle to make ends meet.

“I sometimes don’t eat a proper meal the
whole day to allocate my cash for fuel. If I
don’t have fuel, how can I work?,” asked
Ridwan, a contractor for Gojek-which
alongside Singapore’s Grab is among Asia’s
most valuable start-ups. The drivers operate
in an unregulated market and critics say the
firms exploit them as “partners” or contrac-
tors, taking large cuts of their daily income.

To cut Indonesia’s deficit during rising
global inflation and soaring energy prices
due to the war in Ukraine, President Joko

Widodo slashed fuel subsidies. It pushed the
price of Petralite-Indonesia’s cheapest fuel
choice-from about 7,650 rupiah (50 cents)
to 10,000 (67 cents) per liter.

On-demand drivers say the two ride-hail-
ing giants have only hiked fares slightly-to
the tune of 800 rupiah (5 cents) per kilome-
ter-to cover the additional costs. Both Gojek
and Grab told AFP they imposed a rate
change in line with government regulation.

Gojek, which earlier this year merged
with e-commerce platform Tokopedia in a
multibillion-dollar deal, said the objective of

the rate change was to “support driver part-
ners”. Grab said it was “designed to protect
and maintain our driver-partners’ welfare”.
They both declined to disclose the rate
increase but union leaders said it fell short of
drivers’ expectations. “Drivers across
Indonesia cannot accept the fare adjust-
ment,” said Igun Wicaksono, who heads a
union of more than 100,000 drivers. On a
good day, drivers can earn up to 150,000
rupiah ($10). But where a re-fuelling stop
once cost 20,000 rupiah ($1.35), it can now
cost up to 35,000 rupiah ($2.35). —AFP

BERLIN: Berlin on Friday took control
of the German operations of Russian oil
firm Rosneft to secure energy supplies
which have been disrupted after
Moscow invaded Ukraine. Rosneft’s
German subsidiaries, which account for
about 12 percent of oil refining capacity
in the country, were placed under
trusteeship of the Federal Network
Agency, the economy ministry said in a
statement. “The trust management will
counter the threat to the security of
energy supply,” it said.

Chancellor Olaf Scholz said his gov-
ernment “did not take this action lightly
but it was inevitable” for the “protection
of our country”. The seizures come as
Germany is scrambling to wean itself off
its dependence on Russian fossil fuels,
while Moscow has stopped natural gas
deliveries to Germany via the Nord
Stream 1 pipeline.

The German government’s move cov-
ers the companies Rosneft Deutschland
GmbH (RDG) and RN Refining &
Marketing GmbH (RNRM) and thereby
their corresponding stakes in three
refineries: PCK Schwedt, MiRo and
Bayernoil. In a statement Friday, Rosneft
denounced the move as illegal and “a
violation of all the basic principles of a
market economy”. The company was

examining all possible measures to pro-
tect its shareholders, including taking
court action, it added.

‘Sufficient supply’ 
Fears had been running high partic-

ularly for PCK Schwedt, which is close
to the Polish border and supplies
around 90 percent of the oil used in
Berlin and the surrounding region,
including Berlin-Brandenburg interna-
tional airport. The region could have
“found itself in a position, due to the
refinery in Schwedt, where security of
supply was no longer a given”,
Economy Minister Robert Habeck said
at a press conference.

The refineries’ operations had been
disrupted as the German government
decided to slash Russian oil imports,
with an aim to halt them completely by
year’s end. 

By taking control of the sites, the
German authorities can then run the
refining operations using crude from
countries other than Russia. New sup-
plies of oil for Schwedt have been
shipped in via the northeastern port of
Rostock, with plans to also tap supplies
imported through the Polish city of
Gdansk. The government plans to
“strengthen” the pipeline between the
Schwedt refinery and Rostock, while
advancing discussions with officials in
Warsaw about establishing a link-an
option which was not available “so long
as it was possible that any profits
would go to Rosneft, to Russia”, said
Habeck.—AFP

SURABAYA, Indonesia: This picture taken on August 24, 2022 shows motorcycle gig drivers, who
work for ride-hailing and delivery companies Gojek, Grab, Maxim, and Shopee, take part in a
demonstration against fuel price hikes in Surabaya. — AFP
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